I. Introduction
T he current definition of a second in the International system of Units (sI) is based on the microwave transition between the 2 hyperfine levels (F = 4 and F = 3) of the 133 cs ground state. The present relative standard uncertainty of the cs microwave frequency standard is approximately 4 × 10 −16 [1] . The operation of atomic clocks is generally carried out at room temperature, whereas the definition of the second refers to the clock transition in an atom at absolute zero. This implies that the clock transition frequency should be corrected for effects of finite temperature, of which the leading contributor is the black-body radiation (BBr) shift. The BBr shift at room temperature affecting the cs microwave frequency standard has been calculated to high accuracy (0.35% and 1%, respectively) in [2] , [3] , implying a 6 × 10 −17 fractional uncertainty. These calculations are in agreement with a 0.2% measurement [4] . a significant further improvement in frequency standards is possible with the use of optical transitions, because frequencies of feasible optical clock transitions are 5 orders of magnitude larger than the relevant microwave transition frequencies. significant recent progress in optical spectroscopy and measurement techniques has led to the achievement of relative standard uncertainties in optical frequency standards that are comparable to the cs microwave benchmark. In 2006, the International committee for Weights and Measures (cIPM) recommended that the following transitions frequencies be used as secondary representations of the second [5] : ground-state hyperfine microwave transition in 87 rb [6] , 5s 2 S 1/2 − 4d 2 D 5/2 optical transition of the 88 sr + ion [7] , [8] , 5d 10 6s 2 S 1/2 (F = 0) − 5d 9 6s 2 2 D 5/2 (F = 2) optical transition in 199 Hg + ion [9] , [10] , 6s 2 S 1/2 (F = 0) − 5 d 2 D 3/2 (F = 0) optical transition in 171 yb + ion [11] and 5s 2 1 S 0 − 5s5p 3 P 0 transition in 87 sr neutral atom [12] - [14] . With better stability and accuracy, as well as extremely low systematic perturbations, such optical frequency standards can reach a systematic fractional uncertainty of order 10 −18 [8] , [15] . The ability to develop more precise optical frequency standards will open ways of improving global positioning systems, tracking deep-space probes, performing accurate measurements of fundamental constants, and testing underlying postulates of physics.
The major contributions to systematic frequency shifts come from stark shifts; the BBr shift being one of the most important contributions at room temperature for many of the frequency standards. Experimental measurements of the BBr shifts are difficult. In this paper, we review the current status of the theoretical calculations of BBr shifts in various systems of interest to the development of both microwave and optical frequency standards. a new preliminary result for the BBr shift of the groundstate hyperfine microwave transition in 87 rb is presented [16] . The evaluation of BBr shifts and their uncertainties in optical frequency standards in monovalent ions, such as ca + [17] and sr + [18] is discussed. a new method for accurate calculations of the BBr shifts in divalent atoms such as sr is outlined. This approach combines the relativistic all-order method and the configuration interaction (cI) method [19] . This method is generally applicable, i.e., not restricted to the specific type of the system. The paper is organized as follows. We start by providing a brief general introduction into the calculation of the BBr shifts in section II. BBr shifts of the ground-state hyperfine microwave transitions are discussed in section III. BBr shifts of optical frequency standards with monovalent ions and their uncertainties are discussed in sec-tion IV. BBr shifts of optical frequency standards with divalent ions and the recent development of a cI+ allorder approach are discussed in section V. a summary of results for fractional uncertainties δv/v 0 due to BBr shift and the fractional error in the absolute transition frequency induced by the BBr shift uncertainty in various frequency standards are given in section VI.
II. Theoretical calculation of BBr shifts
The electrical field E radiated by a blackbody at temperature T, as given by Planck's law,
induces a nonresonant perturbation of atomic transitions at room temperature [20] , [21] . The average electric field radiated by a black body at temperature T is á ñ ae
assuming that the system evolves adiabatically, the frequency shift of an atomic state due to such an electrical field can be related to the static electric-dipole polarizability α 0 by (see [22] )
where η is a small dynamic correction due to the frequency distribution and only the electric-dipole transition part of the contribution is considered. contributions from M1 and E2 transitions are suppressed by factors of α 2 [22] . The overall BBr shift of the clock frequency is the difference between BBr shifts of the initial and final levels involved in the transition. Therefore, theoretical evaluation of the BBr shift requires accurate calculation of static scalar polarizabilities of the relevant states. The effect of the tensor part of the polarizability in the cases where it is nonzero averages out due to the isotropic nature of the electric field radiated by the black body. In the case of the optical transitions, the lowest (second) order polarizabilities of the clock states are different. In the case of the ground-state hyperfine microwave frequency standards, the lowest (second) order polarizabilities of the clock states are identical and the lowest-order BBr shift vanishes. To evaluate the BBr shift, thirdorder F-dependent polarizabilities must be calculated. Therefore, we treat these cases separately. We note that from the theoretical standpoint, the number of the valence electrons (and the presence of core holes) defines the type and final accuracy of the approach. For example, the calculations of the BBr shift in ca + and sr + are effectively the same, but the treatment of sr + and sr is completely different. The main sources of uncertainties in these cases are also different for different systems and are discussed separately for each distinct case.
III. Microwave Frequency standards
The third-order F-dependent static polarizability a F (3) (0) required for the evaluation of the BBr shift for the microwave frequency standards in rb and cs can be evaluated as [2] a m
where A is the angular coefficient, g I is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, and μ n is the nuclear magneton. The quantities T, C, and R contain terms with 2 electric-dipole reduced matrix elements 〈i || D || j〉 and one matrix element of the magnetic hyperfine operator á ñ i j || ||  (1) . For example, term T is given by [2] 
where A 1 is the angular coefficient and sums over m, n run over all possible states allowed by the selection rules. The sums are made finite with the use of a finite B-spline basis set in a spherical cavity [23] . Two other terms, C and R, contain sums of the D D  (1) and 
(1) 2 D terms. It is practical to separate the sum over states to the main contribution calculated using the high-precision all-order (or experimental) matrix elements and experimental energies, and the remainder ("tail") calculated using either the dirac-Fock (dF) or random-phase (rPa) approximation. In the cs calculation [2] , the main term contained a sum over orbitals with the principal quantum number n ≤ 12. although the tail contribution is small, it is significant (on the order of 7% in cs [2] ). off-diagonal hyperfine matrix elements between the s-states á ñ ns n s ' || ||  (1) can also be evaluated using the formula
which is useful for the cases where accurate values of the hyperfine constants A are available. Therefore, the calculation of the BBr shift reduces to the evaluation of the electric-dipole and magnetic hyperfine matrix elements. accurate evaluation of these quantities, in particular for heavy systems, requires all-order approaches where dominant electronic correlation terms are summed to all orders of many-body perturbation theory. Two such approaches implemented in significantly different ways have been used for the calculation of the blackbody radiation shifts: the relativistic all-order method (or linearized coupled-cluster method lccsd[pT] method) [2] , [16] , [24] - [26] and perturbation theory in the screened coulomb interaction (PTscI) [3] , [27] (also referred to as the correlation potential method). We describe the lccsd[pT] method briefly below and summarize PTscI method in section III-c. The relativistic all-order method including single, double, and partial valence triple excitations (or lccsdpT) was applied to accurate calculations of energies, transi-tion amplitudes, hyperfine constants, static and dynamic electric-dipole polarizabilities, quadrupole and octupole polarizabilities, magic wavelengths, atomic quadrupole moments, C 3 and C 6 coefficients, isotope shifts and other properties of monovalent atoms (li, na, Mg II, al III, si IV, P V, s VI, K, ca II, In, In-like ions, Ga, Ga-like ions, rb, cs, Ba II, Tl, Fr, ra II, Th IV, other Fr-like ions, ra II) as well as the calculation of parity-violating amplitudes in cs, Fr, and ra + . We refer the reader to review [28] and references therein for a detailed description of this method, its extensions, and applications. The relativistic all-order method is applicable to the calculation of the monovalent systems, i.e., alkali-metal atoms, ca + , sr + , Zn + , and so on. For example, it can be used to evaluate the properties of the ground or 5d 10 6p excited state of Hg + , but not the properties involving 5d 9 6s 2 configuration in Hg + because it is not a single valence electron state (but 2-particle and one-hole state). We discuss an all-order approach capable of treating more complicated systems in section V.
A. The All-Order LCCSD[pT] Method
The point of departure for our calculation is the relativistic no-pair Hamiltonian H = H 0 + V I [29] 
in the case of frozen-core V N − 1 dirac-Fock potential. The quantities v ijkl are 2-particle matrix elements of the coulomb interaction g ijkl or coulomb + Breit interaction g ijkl + b ijkl , ε i in (7) is the lowest-order dirac-Fock energy, a i † , a i are creation and annihilation operators, and : : designates normal ordering of operators with respect to the core. In the linearized lccsdpT approach, the atomic wave function of a monovalent atom in a state v is given by an expansion 
where |Ψ C 〉 is the lowest-order frozen-core wave function. In (9), the indices m, n, and r range over all possible virtual states while indices a and b range over all occupied core states. The quantities ρ ma , ρ mv are single-excitation coefficients for core and valence electrons; ρ mnab and ρ mnva are core and valence double-excitation coefficients, respectively; ρ mnrvab are the valence triple excitation coefficients.
In single-double (lccsd) implementation of the all-order method, only single and double excitations are included. In the lccsdpT variant of the all-order method, valence triple excitations are included perturbatively as described in [30] . shorter designations sd and sdpT are used in other works on the all-order method, indicating exactly the same quantities. substituting the expressions for the wave function and Hamiltonian given above into the many-body schrödinger equation H |Ψ v 〉 = E |Ψ v 〉, gives the equations for the excitation coefficients listed in [30] . The equations for the correlation energy and all excitation coefficients are solved iteratively. Every iteration picks up correlation terms that correspond to the next order of perturbation theory until the correlation energy converges to sufficient numerical accuracy. Therefore, the all-order approach includes dominant many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) terms to all orders.
The matrix elements of any one-body operator Z z a a
are obtained within the framework of the all-order method as
where |Ψ v 〉 and |Ψ w 〉 are given by the expansion (9). In the sd approximation, the resulting expression for the numerator of (10) consists of the sum of the dirac-Fock (dF) matrix element z wv and 20 other terms that are linear or quadratic functions of the excitation coefficients. We note that the matrix elements of any one-body operators (for example, electric-dipole and magnetic hyperfine ones needed for the evaluation of the BBr shifts) can be calculated with the same general code in this approach. In this approach, the numerical wave functions on a radial grid are never explicitly generated; they are represented in terms of the numerical values of excitation coefficients.
B. Evaluation of the Uncertainties
There are 2 distinct sources of uncertainties in the evaluation of the a F (3) (0) given by (4)- (5): 1) Uncertainty in the values of the individual matrix elements used in the calculation of the main terms 2) Uncertainty of the remaining tail contribution. stability checks must be carried out to ensure that no significant cancellations are present in the sums that may adversely affect the accuracy. In such tests, sets of completely ab initio lccsd or lccsdpT values are used in place of the experimental data, and the final results are compared [2] . The uncertainty of the experimental energy values [31] , [32] is negligible. Where the experimental (electric-dipole or hyperfine) matrix elements were used, the experimental uncertainties were taken. Uncertainty in theoretical matrix elements are assigned based on a comparison of theoretical and experimental values, estimation of the size of the correlation corrections, and the importance of the higher-order terms for particular matrix elements. an estimate of the uncertainty in the tail contribution can be carried out in the same fashion (by assigning the uncertainties to the individual terms) or by estimating the accuracy of the dF approach for the entire tail. This issue will be addressed in detail in section IV where the tail contribution is particularly large for polarizabilities of nd states. The accuracy of the tail contribution was also verified by replacing lowest-order contributions from orbitals with principal quantum numbers n = 13 to 26 by all-order values [2] .
C. Summary of Results
Following the designations of [2] , we give a summary of the results for the stark shift coefficient k in 10 −10 Hz/ (V/m) 2 and the blackbody radiation shift parameter β.
where δν is the frequency shift in the static electric field. The stark coefficient for the transition between states F and I is related to the polarizability as 
where T 0 is generally taken to be room temperature, 300 K, ε parameterizes the lowest-order (in T) contribution to the dynamic correction η in (3), and ν 0 is clock transition frequency. The parameter β is calculated directly from the stark-shift coefficient k defined by (11)- (12) as
The small parameter ε has been calculated in [27] recent high-precision theoretical results [2] , [3] , [16] , [25] - [27] for the stark shift coefficient k in 10 −10 Hz/ (V/m) 2 and the black-body radiation shift parameter β are summarized in Table I . We use [pT] designation to indicate that valence triple excitations were taken into account where lccsdpT data were expected to be more accurate that the lccsd ones. The result for yb + from [24] is obtained using relativistic third-order perturbation theory (rMBPT3). Theoretical results are compared with experimental data from [4] , [33] , [34] . The most complete comparison with other theory and experimental results for cs is given in [27] .
a new preliminary ab initio value of β [16] for the 87 rb frequency standards, obtained using the lccsd [pT] method is presented. We have also evaluated the stark shift coefficient k and the parameter β for 23 na to study how these quantities vary among alkali-metal atoms. We find that the value of β for na is nearly identical to that for li and is significantly (by a factor of 3.4) smaller than the value of β for cs.
Theoretical results are in good agreement with each other. We note that both of the approaches contain allorder correlation corrections. However, these methods include somewhat different types of high-order correlation terms, and implementation is quite different. In the PTscI (or correlation potential) method used in [3] , [27] , the calculations start from the relativistic Hartree-Fock method in the V N − 1 approximation. The correlations are incorporated by means of a correlation potential Σ. The correlation potential is used to build a new set of singleelectron states for subsequent evaluation of the hyperfine and electric-dipole matrix elements using the randomphase approximation. structural radiation and the normalization corrections are included for hyperfine matrix elements. Hg + and yb + calculations were carried out with the correlation potential calculated in second order and scaled to fit the experimental energies. For the other systems, 2 classes of terms are included in the correlation potential to all orders: screening of the coulomb interaction and hole-particle interactions. The resulting correlation potential is scaled to fit the experimental energies. scaling of the all-order correlation potential leads to only small adjustments and serves as a part of the uncertainty evaluation. For rb, cs, and Ba + , scaling of both secondorder and all-order correlation, the correlation potential operator was carried out for additional confirmation of the quoted uncertainties. The assignment of the uncertainty values was also based on the comparison of the polarizabilities and hyperfine constants with experimental values.
The agreement of results in Table I obtained with distinct high-precision approaches gives another estimate of the accuracy of the theoretical values. The evaluation of the uncertainty of the rb lccsd [pT] result is in progress [16] . Table I illustrates the relative size of the electrostatic frequency shifts for the ground state hyperfine transitions in various systems. The ion 199 Hg + has both the lowest value of β and the lowest resulting fractional uncertainty in the frequency standard (5 × 10 −18 ) due to BBr shift among the systems listed in Table I. IV. optical Frequency standards with ca + and sr + Ions
In this section, we discuss the calculation of the BBr shifts for optical frequency standards based on the 4s − 3d 5/2 transition in ca + [17] and the 5s − 4d 5/2 transition in sr + [18] . We note that although the calculations were conducted for 43 ca + and 88 sr + , we have verified that the results given in this section do not depend on the particular isotope. Therefore, we will omit the A labels in text and tables below. according to (3) , the calculation of the BBr shift for these transitions requires the calculation of the lowest-order atomic polarizability (unlike the cases of the hyperfine transitions, it does not cancel out for optical frequency standards) and the evaluation of the dynamic correction η. The third-order F-dependent polarizability was verified in [17] to give a negligible contribution to the BBr shift.
Therefore, the evaluation of the BBr shift requires an accurate calculation of static scalar polarizabilities of the ns 1/2 ground and (n − 1)d 5/2 excited states. as mentioned earlier, the effect of the tensor part of the (n − 1)d 5/2 polarizability averages out due to the isotropic nature of the electric field radiated by the black body.
A. Calculation of the Ground State and nd 5/2 State Polarizabilities
The calculation of the scalar polarizability of a monovalent atom can be separated into 3 parts: the contribution of the electrons in the ionic core, α core ; a small term, α vc , that changes the core polarizability due to the presence of the valence electron; and the dominant contribution, α v , from the valence electron. The ionic core polarizability used here was calculated using the random-phase approximation (rPa) [35] . We calculate the contribution α vc in the rPa as well for consistency with the ionic core value. The valence scalar polarizability α 0 of an atom in a state v can be expressed as the sum over all excited intermediate states n allowed by electric-dipole selection rules:
where 〈n ||D||v〉 are the reduced electric-dipole matrix elements and E i is the energy of the ith state. Just as in the case of the third-order sums in the previous section, the valence polarizability is separated into 2 parts, the main term containing the first few dominant contributions and the remainder α tail . The matrix elements are calculated using the all-order lccsd or lccsdpT approaches described in section III-a. contributions to the ground state static scalar polarizabilities in ca + and sr + in units of a 0 3 are listed in Table  II . The tail contributions are grouped together as α tail . For the main contribution, we use our ab initio lccsd all-order values of the matrix elements and experimental energies from [31] . The first ns − np transitions contribute over 99.9% to the valence polarizability.
contributions to the 3d 5/2 and 4d 5/2 static scalar polarizabilities in ca + and sr + , respectively, are listed in Table III . Unlike the case of ground-state polarizabilities, contributions from other excited states are significant for the nd 5/2 − n′f 7/2 terms, which converge very slowly. To improve accuracy, contributions with n > 13 were included in the main term and evaluated using the all-order approach. The evaluation of uncertainties in ground state and nd 5/2 polarizabilities is discussed in the next section.
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B. Evaluation of the Uncertainties
There are 3 sources of the uncertainties contributing to polarizabilities of ca + and sr + in the ground and nd 5/2 states. The ionic core contribution taken from [35] is relatively small and is expected to be accurate to better than 5%, based on the comparison of rPa and experimental polarizabilities for noble gases. Its uncertainty is, however, irrelevant to the evaluation of the uncertainty of the BBr shift because the core contribution is identical for both clock states. The small compensating term α vc is different for the 2 states, but its entire contribution is below the present uncertainty of the other terms.
1) Ground-state polarizability. The uncertainties in
the values of the 4s − 4p 1/2,3/2 and the 5s − 5p 1/2,3/2 matrix elements for ca + and sr + , respectively, completely determine the uncertainty in the valence ground state polarizability values because they contribute over 99.9%. The lccsd values for the primary ns −np transitions in li, na, K, rb, and cs agree with various types of high-precision experiments to 0.1% to 0.4% [30] . There is no reason to expect reduced theoretical accuracy in the cases of either ca + or sr + , and 0.5% uncertainty was assigned to the 5s − 5p 1/2 and 5s − 5p 3/2 sr + matrix elements [18] . The resulting uncertainty of the 5s polarizability is 1%. our theoretical lccsd 5p 1/2,3/2 lifetimes [18] are in agreement with 1% experiment conducted in 1995 [36] . The contribution of the 5s − 5p transitions to the lifetimes is dominant (94%). However, the theoretical lifetimes of the ca + 4p 1/2,3/2 states calculated by exactly the same approach in [17] are in significant (over 3%) disagreement with the 0.3% measurement taken in 1993 [37] . This issue is discussed in detail in [17] . Unfortunately, we know of no way to estimate accurately the missing additional contributions to the dominant correlation correction to these transitions as can be done for some other transitions (see the discussion below). accurate new measurements of the np lifetimes or ns − np oscillator strengths in ca + and sr + are needed to help resolve this issue and improve the final BBr shift results.
2) Excited nd 5/2 state polarizability: the main term. The uncertainty in the main term of the nd 5/2 state polarizability is dominated by a very few terms as illustrated by Table III . We obtain accurate values for these matrix elements using a semi-empirical scaling procedure that evaluates some classes of correlation corrections omitted by the current all-order calculations. The scaling procedure is described in [28] . Briefly, the single valence excitation coefficients are multiplied by the ratio of the corresponding experimental and theoretical correlation energies, and the matrix element calculation is repeated with the modified excitation coefficients. The scaling procedure is particularly suitable for these transitions because the matrix element contribution containing the single valence excitation coefficients is dominant in these cases (but not for the primary ns − np matrix elements discussed earlier). We note that this procedure is equivalent to scaling of the correlation potential in the PTscI approach discussed in section III-c. We conduct scaling starting from both lccsd and lccsdpT approximations. The scaling factors for the lccsd and lccsdpT calculations are different, and we take scaled lccsd values to be our final results based on comparisons of similar calculations in alkali-metal atoms with experiments [38] - [40] . The uncertainty evaluation of the reduced matrix elements that give significant contributions to the polarizabilities is illustrated in 3) Excited nd 5/2 state polarizability: the tail term. The tail contribution of the nd 5/2 − n′f 7/2 terms is particularly large; its dF value (3.5 a.u.) is 5% of the total polarizability for sr + . The uncertainty in the tail dominates the uncertainty of the ca + BBr shift value calculated in [17] . In a later work on sr + , this issue was resolved by performing additional rPa calculations of the tail and carrying out scaling procedures starting from both dF and rPa approximations. Because the largest part of the correlation correction for the 4d 5/2 − nf 7/2 transitions with n > 9 comes from rPa-like terms, the rPa approximation is expected to produce a better result than the dF one. We carried out the rPa calculation of the tail and obtained a lower value of 2.9 a.u. We also calculated the main terms using the dF and rPa approximations and compared the results with our all-order values. contributions to scalar polarizability of the 4d 5/2 state in sr + from terms involving 4d 5/2 − nf 7/2 transitions with n = 4 − 12 calculated in the dF, rPa, and all-order approximations are listed in Table V . The relative differences between dF and all-order results, and between rPa and allorder results, are listed as percentages in columns labeled Δ(dF) and Δ(rPa), respectively. The dF and rPa approximations overestimate the polarizability contributions by 35% and 28%, respectively. To improve our accuracy, we scale both dF and rPa results for the tail by these respective amounts to obtain a dF-scaled value of 2.26 a.u. and rPascaled value of 2.06 a.u. We take the rPa-scaled value to be the final one and the difference between these 2 values to be its uncertainty. We have used the all-order method for as many states as reasonably possible to establish that this approximation procedure is stable with the number of states included in the tail. as illustrated in Table V , the scale factors (28% and 35%) vary by only about 1% after n = 7. This variance is much smaller than the 7% difference between the 2 factors that is used in the calculation of tail uncertainty.
C. Results for the BBR Shifts
The scalar polarizability values are used to evaluate the BBr shifts in the ca + and sr + clock transitions at T = 300K using (3) [17] , [18] . The dynamic correction was estimated for sr + to be η = 0.0013 and η = 0.0064 for the 5s and 4d 5/2 states, respectively, using formulas from [22] . The resulting correction to sr + BBr shift is −0.002 Hz and the final value for the BBr shift is 0.250(9) Hz [18] . The M1 and E2 contributions to the sr + BBr shift were evaluated in [18] using the approach described in [22] and found to be negligible (below 0.01%). comparisons of lccsd [pT] BBr shift values with other theoretical results are given in [17] and [18] , for ca + and sr + , respectively.
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IEEE results for the BBr shift δν at T = 300K, the corresponding fractional uncertainties δν/ν 0 , and the fractional error in the absolute transition frequency induced by the BBr shift uncertainties are listed in Table VI . We note that the relative uncertainty in the BBr shift is significantly larger than the polarizability uncertainties owing to the cancellation between the values of the polarizabilities of the clock states.
Further improvement in the BBr shift values will require settling the issue of the accuracy of the primary ns − np matrix elements as well as experimental determination of the np 3/2 − (n − 1)d 5/2 matrix elements, where ns is the ground state. The types of experiments that can provide better understanding of the theoretical uncertainties or extraction of the specific matrix elements for more accurate evaluation of the BBr shifts include np lifetime (or ns − np oscillator strength) measurements, light shift ratio measurements [41] , or ac or dc stark shift measurements on any of the lines involving ns, np, or (n − 1)d states. We estimate that the experimental determination of the ns − np 1/2,3/2 matrix elements, where ns is a ground state accurate to 0.15% (or 0.3% np 1/2,3/2 lifetime measurement) would reduce fractional error in the absolute transition frequency induced by the BBr shift uncertainty by a factor of 2.
V. optical Frequency standards with divalent atoms
BBr shifts for optical lattice clocks based on the ns 2 1 S 0 -nsnp 3 P 0 transitions in divalent atoms were calculated for Mg, ca, sr, and yb in [22] and for Hg in [42] . The evaluation of the BBr shift in these systems requires evaluation of the ground and nsnp 3 P 0 state polarizabilities. different theoretical methods are required for the evaluation of these polarizabilities in comparison with the monovalent systems discussed in the previous sections. The cI + MBPT approach initially developed in [43] that combines the configuration-interaction (cI) method and many-body perturbation theory was used in [22] , [42] . Experimental data were used where available for dominant contributions. The sr BBr shift was later investigated in more detail in [44] using the same approach.
In the cI method, the many-electron wave function is obtained as a linear combination of all distinct states of a given angular momentum J and parity:
in other words, a linear combination of slater determinants of a proper symmetry from a model subspace [43] . Energies and wave functions of low-lying states are determined by diagonalizing an effective Hamiltonian:
where H 1 represents the one-body part of the Hamiltonian, and the 2-body part H 2 contains the coulomb (or coulomb + Breit) matrix elements v ijkl . The resulting wave functions are used to calculate matrix elements and other properties. The cI + MBPT approach permits one to incorporate core excitations in the cI method by including certain perturbation theory terms into an effective Hamiltonian (17) . The one-body part H 1 is modified to include the correlation potential Σ 1 that accounts for part of the corevalence correlations,
Either the second-order expression, S 1
, or all-order chains of such terms can be used (see, for example, [45] ). The 2-body coulomb interaction term H 2 is modified by including the 2-body part of core-valence interaction that represents screening of the coulomb interaction by valence electrons:
where Σ 2 is calculated using second-order MBPT in the cI+MBPT approach. The cI method is then applied as usual with the modified H eff to obtain improved energies and wave functions. The estimated accuracy of BBr values calculated using this approach was 2.7% for Mg, 1.4% for ca and sr, and 10% for yb [22] . The resulting fractional uncertainties in the clock transition frequencies ranged from 1 × 10 −17 for Mg to 3 × 10 −16 for yb. The development of a more accurate approach is needed for further improvement of the BBr values for the optical lattice clocks.
A. CI+ All-Order Method
The MBPT corrections associated with terms Σ 1 in (18) and Σ 2 in (19) typically grow with nuclear charge Z. This leads to a deterioration in the accuracy of the cI + second-order MBPT results for heavier, more complicated systems (as illustrated by significantly reduced accuracy of the yb BBr in [22] ). The order-by-order extension of 101 safronova et al.: black-body radiation shifts and theoretical contributions to atomic clock research this method does not look promising as the complexity of the MBPT expansion for systems with more than one valence electron makes a third-order extension impractical. In addition, although the convergence of the MBPT series is not well studied, it is known that third-order results are often less accurate than the second-order ones. This is why it is important to develop an all-order extension of the cI + MBPT method.
In the cI + all-order approach introduced in [19] , corrections to the effective Hamiltonian Σ 1 and Σ 2 are calculated using a modified version of the lccsd all-order method described in section III-a. Therefore, the effective Hamiltonian contains dominant core and core-valence correlation corrections to all orders. The core-core and core-valence sectors of the correlation corrections for systems with few valence electrons are treated in the allorder method with the same accuracy as in the all-order approach for the monovalent systems. The cI method is then used to treat valence-valence correlations.
The cI + all-order approach is based on the BrillouinWigner variant of the many-body perturbation theory, rather than the rayleigh-schrödinger variant. Use of the rayleigh-schrödinger MBPT for systems with more than one valence electron leads to a nonsymmetrical effective Hamiltonian and to the problem of "intruder states." In the Brillouin-Wigner variant of MBPT, the effective Hamiltonian is symmetric and accidentally small denominators do not arise; however, Σ 1 and Σ 2 became energy dependent (see [19] for the formulas and detail description of the cI + all-order method).
This approach has been tested on the calculation of energy levels of Mg, ca, sr, Zn, cd, Ba, and Hg in [19] . The cI + all-order method described above treats electronic correlation in systems with several valence electrons in a significantly more complete way than the cI + MBPT approach due to the inclusion of the additional classes of MBPT terms in Σ 1 and addition of allorder (rather than second-order) correction in Σ 2 . We also find almost no deterioration in accuracy of the 2-electron binding energies from ca to Hg with cI + all-order method. at least factor of 3 improvement in agreement with experimental values for the 2-electron binding energies and most excited state energies in comparison with the cI + MBPT method was found even when completely ab initio version of the method was used. Theoretical values for energies are brought into very close agreement with experiment when the energy dependence of S( )  e v is used to further improve the wave functions for subsequent use in the polarizability calculations. The results for sr energy levels calculated by the cI + all-order method with adjusted  e v are listed in Table VII for illustration of the cI + all-order approach. Two-electron binding energies are given in the first row, energies in other rows are counted from the ground state. The energies are given in cm −1 and the relative differences with experimental values are given in the last column in percentages our preliminary calculations of the 3 P 0 polarizability values in ca and sr indicate better agreement of the cI + all-order ab initio results with recommended values from [22] in comparison with the cI + MBPT approach.
our further development of this method will include addition of the all-order terms beyond rPa to the treatment of the transition matrix elements for precision calculation of BBr shifts in divalent systems.
VI. summary and conclusion
In this work, we have presented a review of the most recent high-precision ab initio theoretical calculations of the BBr shifts in various systems of interest to atomic clock research. a recently developed method that combines the relativistic all-order method and the configuration interaction method for accurate calculations of BBr shifts in divalent systems such as sr is discussed. High-precision methods used in the recent calculations of the BBr shifts are described. The evaluation of uncertainties in theoretical BBr shifts is discussed in detail. results for fractional uncertainties δν/ν 0 due to BBr shifts and the fractional error in the absolute transition frequencies induced by the BBr shift uncertainty at T = 300K in various frequency standards are summarized in Table VIII. as illustrated  by Table VIII , the fractional errors in absolute transition frequencies induced by uncertainties in theoretical values of the BBr shift are still large for most of the optical frequency standards. Both new experiments and improvement of the theoretical accuracy will be needed to reduce these uncertainties to the 10 −18 level. nonconservation, time-reversal violation, and permanent electric dipole moments of atoms and molecules, space-time variation of fundamental constants, and quantum chaos.
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